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LOW-PRESSURE BOUNDARY-LMER CONTROL IN
DIFFUSERS ~D l%NDS
By Wllll am J. Biebel
. .
SUMMARY
Tests have been made to study the ef’fectlveness of
small pressure differences, such qs exist between the
inside of airplsne ducts and the external airplane
surfaces suitable for duct exits, in removing the duct
boundary layer through slots in the duct wall end thereby
reducing separation losses. Two-dimensional diffusers
of 150 and 300 included angles and some 90° bends were
tested. The 30° diffuser was tested with end without a
resistance at the large end. Several different types of .
boundery layer were set up at the diffuser inlets.
All the diffuser tests indicated that the expansion
losses could be reduced et least half by the removal of
a~mwxlmately J to 10 percent of the total air flow; and
the pressure required to blow out the boundary layer was
small relative to the pressures normally available in
airplane ducts. The slots in the diffuser. arrangements
were generally formed merely by cutting narrow stri~s
from the two diverging walls of the diffuser. Not more
then one slot was used on each surface, and none were
usually required on the two parallel walls of the diffuser.
Effective boundary-layer control for the inner corners of
the bends required a slot with a lip that prsjected into
the duct in order to help “peel off!lthe boundary layer
and also required somewhat higher internal pressures thm
wer6 used with the diffusers.
INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of airplane ducts has generally been
Inmaired by the limitations of the s~ace available for
i
du~t installations. Rapid duct exp&slons end sharp or
irregular bends have frequently resulted In flow separa-
tions so extensive that the resulting total-pressure
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losses noticeably Impaired the airplane performance.
Removal, by suction, of the boundary layer In a region
where separation 1s imndnent has been commonly reco~ized
as a general remedy for flow separation (reference 1 ),
although impractical for aircraft.because of the compli-
cation of the necessary equipment. The pressure differe-
nce between the inside of an airplane duct and the free
stream might be used to remove the bo.mdary layer so that
such additional equipment would be unnecessary.
The purpose of the present work was to investigate
the possibility of attaining effective boundary-layer
control by means of small pressure differences. Tests
were made of dif’f’usersand of 900 bends; measurements
were made of the total-pressure losses and of the quantity
of air lost through the boundary-layer-control slots.
Becaus6 simplicity is desirable for any practicsl instal-
lation, the arrangements tasted generally included not
more than one slot on each of the two divergent walls of
the diffusers and one slot on ths inner WE1l of the 90°
bends. Boundary layers of different thiclmesses were
used at the duct inlets in an effort to slmulste different
operating conditions. Since ths outlet condition af’fects
the flow and the total-pressure losses through a diffuser,
three different outlet arrangements were tried: (i) an
abrupt contraction to the f’inglmeasurement section, (2) a
long straight uniform section of ducting attached to the
diffuser outlet, and (~) 8 rsslstsnca in the form of an
intercooler at the di~i’ussr outltit.
SYMBOLS
H totel ~ressure, pounds per square foot
AR total-pressurti loss in diffuser or bend
P static pressure, pounds psr squars foot
q dyn~mic pressure, pounds par square foot
v volociby, fast p-m secorld
----
!
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Subscripts:
‘b.. ........... . . . ....... .------,.”,
I
.
1 at.inlet
\
o at~ospheric conditions
{ max maximum
i \.
APPARATUS, BLOWZR,’ AND DUCT SYSTEM
The air flow was produoed by a centrifugal blower
driven by an automobile engine. ti order to reduce the
turbulence and improve the uniformity of the flow at the
inlet of the test duct, an expanded passage with a
straightener was inserted between tne blower and the test
duct (fig. 1). The straightener was an ‘egg-crate!’
arrangement with layers of soreen across both the upstream
and downstream ends. Behind the straightener, the passage
contracted to a 5- by 1~-inch rectangular section (fig. 1,
section 1), which was the inlet for all the ducts tested,
The outlet arrangement, which was common to all test
setups, consisted of a contracting passage (except for
1
the bends), a 5- by 12~-inch measurement section (section 2),
and a flapped exit. The purpose of the flaps was to
permit adjustment of the pressure in the system.
.
The diffusers were made with 15° and 30° Included
,.
,, angles (figs. 1 and 2, respectively). For the tests with-
out the resistance, the large end of the diffuser was
I
18 by 12$ inches, which corresponds to a two-dimensional
expansion Of 3.6:1. A somewhat larger expansion was
required for the tests with the resistance (fig. 3) since
the duct had to be f~tted to the 22- by 13-inch face of .
the Airesearch intercooler that served as the resistance.
The bends (fig. )4)were made with inner radii of 1 and
2 inchbs and outer radii of,g and.y Inches, respectively.
The aspect ratio of both bends was 2.5. The duct system
was of sheet iron except for the side walls near the
critical sections, which were made of celluloid to
facilitate tuft observations of the internal flow.
---- .
,,
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Total-pressure end static-pressure measurements at
the inlet (section 1) and exit (section 2) permitted
determination of the tatal-pressure losses within the
system and of the quantity of alr lost through the slots.
Flow quantities at sections 1 and 2 were obtained in most
cases from the arithmetic mean of the measured dynamic
pressures. Tests without slots - that 1s, with no air
loss - showed that the results from sections 1 and 2 agreed
to about 1 percent; therefore, similar accuracy may be
assumed for the slotted conditions. Simllsrly, for the
determination of the total-pressure losses In the system.,
the arithmetic mean of the measured total pressures at
sections 1 and 2 was used; however, when the flow was so
irregular that an error of.over 1 percent was indicated,
the total nressures were weighted according to the local
velocity.
. Some uncertainty existed concerning the best way to
determine the expansion losses in the diffuser-intercooler
combinations. Losses memured at the exit included the
large pressure drop through the intercooler, whereas losses
measured at the face of the intercooler \section 5) would
be considered inaccurate because of flow separation in the
region of measurement. It was found, however, that the
averege of the total pressures at the face of the inter-
cooler, obtained with shielded total-pressure tubes, always
differed from the.average total pressure at the exit by
nearly the same amount - from 42 to 4.4times the mean
dynandc pressure at the intercoolar, which presumably is “
the loss through the intercooler. Both methods therefore
would have given about the same results. The results
raported were determined from the averages at the face of
the Intercooler.
In addition to the measurements obtsined with totel-
pressure and static-pressure tubes distributed across
inlet and outlet sreas at stations 1, 2, and 5, more
detailed meesurem~nts were made, for several cases, of the
boundary layars at the inlet mid at sevaral positions
along th~ diffusers. Thea= measurements were made near
the midpoints of eaeh of the walls at the sections
designated 1, 3, and L in figures 2 and 3.
—— .— . . . ... .... .- —.
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Tuft Observations and Slot Arrangements
.
The looation and arrangement of the slots were chosen
largely from tuft observations of the flow in the diffuser,
The main slot was usually plaoed slightly upstream of the
point where the flow In the s~al’edduct separated. Suoh
separation always occurred on the surface on which the .
Incoming boundary lgyer was thickest; but, when there was
no obstruction in the entrance cone so that the boundary
layer was about equally thick on both upper and lower
surfaces, the separation point would sometimes alternate
between the two surfaces. In any case, when separation of
the flow on the critice.1surface had been ellmin~ted by
the slot, separation generally occurred on the oppcslte
surface at ebout the same section or perhaps slightly
farther downstream. A slot on this surface tharefore was
also desirable. Although the use of only one slot on each
of these two surf’acesdid not prevent eventual separation
farther downstream, tufts skowad that the velocities neer
these senarated regions were very small so thet or,lyminor
total-pressure losses were associated with this eventual
separation.
In cases in which separation was observed to start in
the oorners or near the middle of & wall, partial-span
slots were tried in these locations. These slots ware
found to be reasonably efficient, probably because the low
pressure at the slot drew off part of the boundary layer
of the edjacent flow in addition to the boundary layar of
the air passing directly over the slot.
Slots on the side wells we’re not tried In most oases
because separation from the sida walls seldom occurred;
apparently, boundary layers can withstand more pressure
rise along the parailel walls than along the diverging
walls,
In the bends, separation occurred just downstream of
the corner on the imer wall.. A slot formed by cutting a
strip out ef the wall, which served satisfactorily for the
diffusers, did not suffice to ramove the boundary layer in
the bends - probably because of the low static pressure at
“ the inner corner. Accordingly, the slots for the bands
had to be designad to lead the boundary layer out of the
duct, (See table VI. ) App=ently, a bo~d=y layer must
.. . —.. -
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be %eeled offn In this wey if its total pressure, but not
Its static pressura, exceeds the external static pressure;
a boundary layer will flow out of a simple flush slot only
if its static pressure exceeds the external static pressure.
Inlet Boundary Layer
Since the total-pressure losses through a diffuser
end the point of separstton are affected by the inlet flow
conditions, the boundery layer &t the inlet was varied h
thickness to sl?nulate vm?fous oFerati.ng conditions. With
the entrance cone free of obstruction, the boundary layers
were about 0.2 inch thi-ckon ths upper and lower surfaces
of the inlet and slightly thicker on the sides. In some
of the tests of the 30° diffuser, a 5- by 1~-inch passage
20 inches long was inserted between the end of the entrance
cone and tha inlet of the diffuser~ The boundary-layer
thi.clmess for these arrangements was shout 0.5 inch.
Thickm bound~ry layers were produced on the upper or
lower surfaces by mems of the obstructions indicated in
figure 5. The wooden bar (case 1 fcr 15° diffuser) gave
a very turbulent boundary layer about 2 inches thick.
The ~-inch flat plate (case 2 for 15° di-i’fuser)at the
front of the entrance cone seamed to have almost no
effect. The slightly inclined screen (case 3 for 15° dif-
fuser) g~ve a uniform volooity variction from the top to
the bottom of tkm inlat. The stepped layers of screen
(ceses 2 to 5 for 30° diffuser) were used in an efi’ort
to get thick boundary l~yers with less violent turbulence
than thet obteined with the wooden bar. Although the
turbulence wss reduced, the velocity distribution was
distinctly stepped (fig. 6(b)). The velocity distributions “
for the 15° and 30° diffusers ara shown in figure 6.
Outlet Flow Conditions
The totel-pressure losses in sn expanding duct ere
known to be affected by conditions &t or beyond the end
of the expansion region, When the duct contracts
immediately dovmstream of the expansion, the separated
region tends to be localized in the region of maximum
cross section, and the resulting losses are less then when
the m!xcimum cross section of tha duct extends for som~
distance downstream of the diffuser. The 10ss9s also
tend to be reduced by a resistance et the end of’the
—m l—mm ,.1-11 llm~
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., .dlf~user (reference 2). ~ order to check the usefulness
of boundary~”Say6’F”coht”r”ol‘in “all”three outlet conditions,
the 30° diffuser was tested with and without a 60-inch
passage beyond the end of the diffuser “(fig.2,)and also
with the intercooler at the end of the ,diffuser (fig. 3).
Arrangements with the Zntercooler set at angles of’0°,
30°, and 45° to the diffuser axis were tried in order to
compare the normal with the skew installations. TIM
diffuser was the same basic diffuser in all cases except
for adapting pieces to bring the angle of inclination
from J5° to 300 and OO. The lntercooler tubes In these
tests were across the flow and parallel to the straight
sides of the duct. Two ~lates. DerDendicular to the
tubes, are built
interoooler into
Tables I to
@to tl& inte~c~olbr and divide the
three approximately equal parts.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
VI show .the total-pressure losses in
terms of the dynamic prescure at the Inlet AiI/ql for
the various ducts and configurations. The indicated air-
flow loss through the slots was determined as the differ-
ence between the flow quantities measured at stations 1
end 2. The pressure differential ~ is shown to
be negative in some cases. Because of the expansion
between the inlet and the slot location, however, the
pressure differential across the slots is positive so
that flow out of the slots is possible. Several pressure
differentials were used in some of the cases to produce
different quantities of air flow through the slots and
corresponding variations in total-pressure loss.
The 15° Diffuser
Table I shows the test results for the 15° diffuser
with the Inlet conditions given in figures 5(a) and 6(a).
With the ducts sealed, the expansion losses.were about
o.12ql for case 2 and about ().16q1 for cases 1 end 3,
which had low-energy flow & the lower end upper surfaces,
respeotlvely. ~ all three cases, the losses could be
reduced ebout half by bleeding J to 7 percent or the total
flOw l Increasing the quantity of air removed by increasing
the internal pressure could not reduce the losses much
further.
— ..
8
The
Table II
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30° Diffuser without Ihtercooler
shows the test results for the 30° diffuser
with the Inlet conditions given In figures 5(6) and 6(b).
Without the 60-inch outlet section, the”expansion losses
for the sealed condition were 0.22q1 to 0.30q1, deperiding
on the Inlet conditions. Addition of the 60-inch section
increased the losses by 30 to 40 percent. In every case,
bleeding 7 percent or less of the air sufficed to reduce
the losses by more than half if slots ”were provided on
both upper and lower surfaces. Bleeding as much as
17 percent of the inlet-air qufmtlty, as was done in
case A, did not appreciably decrease the total-pressure
leases. A slot on only the upper surface, where the ,,
boundary layer was thickest, effected a smaller but
nevertheless appreciable reduction in total-pressure losses.
rn such cases, bleadlng more than the optimum quantity
of air Increases the losses, probably because it hastens
separation on the opposite sealed surface.
The boundary-layer surveys shown in figures 7 and ~
for cases A and 5, respectively, help to illustrate the
action of the slots. In both cases, without the slots,
the low-energy alr on the upper surface IS on the verge
z and is definitely separatedof separating at section ,
at section A; whereas, with the slots installed, there
is no indication of separation at section )+.
The 30° Diffuser with Intercooler
Results of tests with the intercoolor set at angles
of 00, 300, and ).+5° to the end of th~ediffuser are given
In tables III, IV, end V, respectively. No inlet obstruc-
tions were used for thase tests, although some of the
tests were mada with the 20-inch inlet passage between
the entrance cone and the diffuser inlet.
Comparison of the results in tablas III to V shows
that incilnlng the lntercooler to the diffusm axis
gener&lly did not ir.creess the totel-presuuro losses.
This result is of interest bacause such inclination has ‘.”
frequently been assumed to correspond essentially to an
Increased expansion and hence higher total-pressure losses~
For the tests without the 2C)-inch passage, the
results sk.owad, as before, that the losses could be
.
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reduced more then half by ~uitable slots on both tti upper “
and lower s~f aces......It.,was..f-ound.-necessary; however”; to ““”
““’blee~~about12 percent of the alfi- a result that is
probably related to the high internal pressures, which
could not be reduced becduse of the hi,@ resistance of
the Inte.rcooler. Efforts to Use,marrowsr slots to reduce
the air loss seemed to give less effective.boundary-layer
control than was obtained for the ~“ diffuser without an
.intercooler, which has broader slots and operates at
smaller pressures.
Slots on only the upper and lower surfaces were
found to be less satisfactory with then without the 20-inch
entrance passage, probably because the boundary layer on
the sides was thicker with the 20-inch entrance passage.
A solution seemed to be to separate the flanges of the
20-inch section and the diffuser inlet so as to provide
~-inch slot canpletely around the inlet.
“4
A similar
arrangement also gavs a large reduction of the total-
pressure losses for the cases without the 20-inch inlet
section. The effectiveness of this slot around the inlet
is remarkably high. The effect is doubtless related to
that noted in reference 2 im which high duct efficiencies
were observed when the boundary layer at the iniet was
very thin. An obvious contributing factor is the loss
of air at the slot itself, which causes the actual dynamic
pressure just downstream of the slot to be only about 0.8
of the value on which the values of AH/ql have been
based. If the losses were calculated on the basis of this
lower inlet dynamic pressure, this arrangement would, in
most of the cases given, show about the same reduction In
total-pressure losses as found with slots on only the
upper and lower surfaces.
The distribution of total-pressure loss at the face
of the intercooler is shown for a number of slotted and
sealed conditions in figure 9. Large separated regions
at the upper and lower surfaces are shown for the sealed
conditions. The slots mostly eliminate these regions but
sometimes develop a separated region on one of the sides.
Velocity distributions across the horizontal and vertical
center”””linesof the ducts at sections. 1, 3, mdL are
shown in figure 10. This figure also chows how the slots
prevent the early separation of the boundary layer.
1.: .-- .. . . . .-.. .—. . _ .—
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The duct bends were tested without obstructions in
the entrance cone and without the 20-inch inlet section.
As has already been noted, the Inner corners of the bends
required sore-eredesign in order to provide a slot that
peeled off the boundary layer. The slotted conditions
accordingly cant~otbe compared witn corresponding sealed
conditions, as wns done with the diffusers, In order to
evaluate the reduction in total-pressure lossas. Table VI,
which shows tineresults for the bends, therefore does not
give values for the reduction In AH/’ql. The effectiveness
of the slots is inalcated by comparison of the given values
of AH\ql with the values for the three sealed conditions
shown, especially the arrangements with the 2-i.r~chinner
radius for which tfiolosses were L!+ and la percent. All
Indicated total-pressure losses have been corrected for
the friction loss between the inlet and exit measurement
sections.
The total-pressure losses for the most efficient of
the slotted conditions are of the order of 6 to 10 percent
with about 5 to 10 uercent loss of air. Most of the
designs shown in table VI have a fairly large Inner radius,
with the slot net very far beyond the end of the bend.
The value of w must be of the order of 0.~5 in
order that the pressure suffice to blow out the requtred
amount of air,
Figure 11, which shows the distribution of dynsmic
pressures at the exit of the bend for slotted and se~led
conditions, Indicates sn increased uniformity of flow
for the slotted condition.
APPLICATION
Pressures Required
As can be seen in tables I and II, adequate boundary-
layer control In the diffusers was obtained with small
PI
‘alues ‘f +“
The ada~teticm of this principle to
L
— ..
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duet Installations on actual airplanes should r,b.e$easibl.g.
sinoe-the average airp”lm”e”-diffuser i~let-shows static.. ..
pressures greater than that of’the free stream;,that is,
there is generally more than enough pressure to blow out
the boundary layer into the free stream. In a practical
design, however, the boundary layerwould probably be
bloWn out, not directly into the frea stream but Into
some duct “especially provided for the purpose or into
some space within the wing or fuselage from which,~
outlet would be provided. The pressure here would prob-
ably be higher than that of the free stream; however, the
ease with which boundary-layer control was obtained even
with small pressure differentials makes it unllkely that
essential difficulties would be encountered in a practical
design.
In the case of the shmp bends, the required values
of P1 - PO
~
ware of the order of 0.85, corresponding to an
inlet-velocity ratio of about 0.73, which is not very
much higher than usual design values, Boundary-layer
control for sharp bends will probably be Inadequate if
the space into which the slot delivers h~s a pressure
that exceeds the free-stream static pressure by several
tenths of the flight dynamic pressure.
L@akege losses
All the totel ~ressure of the boundary layer that Is
blown out need not be considered lost before thd boundary
layer finally leaves the airplane. As has just been
mentioned, the boundary layer will probably be blown out
into a space where the static pressure (hence the total
pressure) will be appreciably higher than the free-stream
static pressure. It would be relatively easy, further-
more, to provide a smoother slot than was used in the
present tests, together with a small diffuser, so that
the dynamic pressure of the air blown out of the slot
would be partly reoovered. Even in cases in which leakage
losses corresponding to such boundary-layer control are
large, the method may still help to provide .necessary
pressure in an otherwise unacceptable duct.
1 —. --—.— ----- ———
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The results of tests of dlf’fusershaving
included angles and of 90° bends with various
of slots for boundary-layer control indicated
conclusions:
15° and 30°
tiranger.ents
the followlng “
1. A small pressure differential, such as could be
obtained between a typical airplane diffuser Inlet end a
duct exit,wes sufficient for effective boundary-layer
control in the flow through a diffuser.
2. The pressure differentials required for effective -
boundary-layer control are of higher magnitude (0.85 of
the bend-inlet dynamic pressures} for duct bends than for
diffusers; however, pressure differentials of this magni-
tude are gensrally obtainable in airplane duct bend
installations. .
39 For the diffusers end bends tested, total-pressure
losses due to separat~on could generally be reduced at .
least half by boundary-layer control.
4-. Removal of approximately L to 10 percent of the
air generally sufficed fouroptimum improvement of the flow. .
Removing excess air through the same slots did not further
improve the flow.
59 Very simple slot designs with not more then one
slot per surface - generally slots on only the two diverging
walls of the diffuser - were adequate for satisfactory
boundary-layer cor.trol.
6. “m a rectangular dlffusar, in whtch one pair of ‘
~~posite walls diverge while the other pair remain parallel,
se~aration tended to occur only on the diverging walls if
the initial boundary layer was small, and boundary-layer
control on tk.esewalls alone seemed to improve the flow.
When the entering boundary layer was relatively thicK,
however, It was necessary to provide slots on the parallel
walls, also.
7* Effective boundary-layer control for the inner
corners of the bends required a slot with a lip that
projected into the duct in order to help ‘peel off~ the
boundary layer.
..
8. The energy @ases “associated with the removal of
the boundary,bl,yer meed hot-be-excessive for a-’correetl$f
~’ ““’”’”””-~6sl-@&d”boundary-layer bleed duct.
9* ~cllnatiqn of an intercooler to the diffuser
axis, up to angles of 45°, generally did not Increase the
diffuser total-presaube ”losses. -
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TA~B 11.-’R=T8 OF TE8TS OF 30°DIFKJS= WITIKUT TNTE?COOLE?
[Topand bottdm slotslre,samedlstanoofrom diffuserentrance]
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TAIZBII1.-RESULTS OF TI$STSOF 30° DIFFIJ~ WITH IN~COOLn
AT 0° TO DIFFUSRl
{Tqendbottm,lotaam same di.tamo from dlff.mrentrano.]
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/6
---- 1.01 12
2% ;,;-;
0.14 0.38 Qj
4
1.10 12 O.q 0.38 40
~.
0.% 13 0.12 0.38 68
0.97 15 O.& 0.40 @l
9
1.06 11 0.18 0.40 55
0.98 14 o.~ 0.140 43
/
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TAME IV. - RESUETS OF TBS?S OF 30°DIFFUS~~TH ~?E?COO?.~
A?~O”?0 DIFFUSEl
@op ad bott~ slots are s- dictano. frcm diffuser entrano.]
Armngm,nt pl-poAirlo~t AU@ Reduotion
— through in
diff’user inlet aad Clots % Siots
(Dkn#ims in la.)
AE/q
(p.roont) Slotted Sealed ( pro.~t)
‘A
t
\
)
--- \ 1.16 11 0.17 0.30 lb3-- -),
2
10 0 0.17 0.30 43
3
1.20 9 0.08 o.~o 73
1047 12 0.30 0.36 17
5 1.34 11 0.22 0.T6 39
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M%l
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‘A
“y..!
‘\ 1.31 9 0.15 0.29 &. --...% < -.-1
*
2
1947 7 0.16 0.29 1+5
3
1.18 12 O.ly 0.29 55
5
1l6) 9 0.33 O.1+.l 20
6 3l 10 0.29 0.&1 30
1.37 11 0.26 0.4 35
3 1,23 13 0.17 0.l+l 59
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